Abstract: Global burned area (BA) datasets from satellite Earth observations provide information for carbon emission and for Dynamic Global Vegetation Model (DGVM) benchmarking. Fire patch identification from pixel-level information recently emerged as an additional way of providing informative features about fire regimes through the analysis of patch size distribution. We evaluated the ability of global BA products to accurately represent morphological features of fire patches, in the fire-prone Brazilian savannas. We used the pixel-level burned area from LANDSAT images, as well as two global products: MODIS MCD45A1 and the European Space Agency (ESA) fire Climate Change Initiative (FIRE_CCI) product for the 2002-2009 time period. Individual fire patches were compared by linear regressions to test the consistency of global products as a source of burned patch shape information. Despite commission and omission errors respectively reaching 0.74 and 0.81 for ESA FIRE_CCI and 0.64 and 0.62 for MCD45A1 when compared to LANDSAT due to missing small fires, correlations between patch areas showed R 2 > 0.6 for all comparisons, with a slope of 0.99 between ESA FIRE_CCI and MCD45A1 but a lower slope (0.6-0.8) when compared to the LANDSAT data. Shape complexity between global products was less correlated (R 2 = 0.5) with lower values (R 2 = 0.2) between global products and LANDSAT data, due to their coarser resolution. For the morphological features of the ellipse fitted over fire patches, R 2 reached 0.6 for the ellipse's eccentricity and varied from 0.4 to 0.8 for its azimuthal directional angle. We conclude that global BA products underestimate total BA as they miss small fires, but they also underestimate burned patch areas. Patch complexity is the least correlated variable, but ellipse features appear to provide information to be further used for quality product assessment, global pyrogeography or DGVM benchmarking.
Introduction
Vegetation fires contribute to the emissions of CO 2 and other greenhouse gases to the atmosphere by both the direct biomass combustion process and the indirect post-fire decomposition of woody debris and biomass reconstruction [1] . Including fires in the atmospheric carbon budget roughly emerged by the quantification of global biomass burning for the tropics [2] . Global burned area (BA) from remote sensing started to provide monthly gridded global maps of burned area in the early 2000s [24] and ESA Land Cover CCI 2005 [25] ) are also shown.
The climate is predominantly dry tropical, and characterized by a dry season from May to September [26, 27] . The maximum annual temperatures vary from 22 °C in the north to 27 °C in the center-south, with precipitations varying between 1300 and 2100 mm/year [27] . The region is highly susceptible to fire risk, with the highest incidence records for the years 2005 and 2008 [28] . This site was selected as a validation study site for the ESA FIRE_CCI global burned area product [6, 20, 29] .
Burned Area Dataset
Among available global burned area datasets (see [3] for review), we selected MCD45A1 [21] from the MODIS sensor, and ESA FIRE_CCI [22] from the MERIS ENVISAT sensor at 500 m and 300 m resolution, respectively, in addition to the LANDSAT-derived burned patches at 30 m resolution ( Table 1 ). The fire perimeters from LANDSAT were derived from a semi-automatic algorithm (ABAMS) [30] , following a standard protocol defined for the ESA FIRE_CCI project [31] , based on the CEOS-Land Product Validation guidelines [32] and used for previous global burned area products' validation [33] . Burned area perimeters were verified by a systematic quality control through visual inspection, where all perimeters were revised visually by an external expert. [24] and ESA Land Cover CCI 2005 [25] ) are also shown.
The climate is predominantly dry tropical, and characterized by a dry season from May to September [26, 27] . The maximum annual temperatures vary from 22 • C in the north to 27 • C in the center-south, with precipitations varying between 1300 and 2100 mm/year [27] . The region is highly susceptible to fire risk, with the highest incidence records for the years 2005 and 2008 [28] . This site was selected as a validation study site for the ESA FIRE_CCI global burned area product [6, 20, 29] .
Among available global burned area datasets (see [3] for review), we selected MCD45A1 [21] from the MODIS sensor, and ESA FIRE_CCI [22] from the MERIS ENVISAT sensor at 500 m and 300 m resolution, respectively, in addition to the LANDSAT-derived burned patches at 30 m resolution ( Table 1 ). The fire perimeters from LANDSAT were derived from a semi-automatic algorithm (ABAMS) [30] , following a standard protocol defined for the ESA FIRE_CCI project [31] , based on the CEOS-Land Product Validation guidelines [32] and used for previous global burned area products' validation [33] . Burned area perimeters were verified by a systematic quality control through visual Remote Sens. 2017, 9, 7 4 of 18 inspection, where all perimeters were revised visually by an external expert. Polygons where the interpretation was uncertain were labelled and the original interpreter was assisted to solve those uncertainties. For a sample of scenes and dates, a completely new interpretation was done and revised by another interpreter. Cross-tabulations between the original and the new polygons were carried out [20] . Additionally, GOFC-GOLD regional experts were contacted to provide additional information about regional problems through dedicated workshops. The LANDSAT-derived burned area perimeters should be considered a reliable source of reference information. MCD45A1 and ESA FIRE_CCI were characterized by a burned date layer indicating the day of the year when a fire occurred, and the corresponding quality flag indicating the level of confidence in the fire occurrence varying between 0 (low confidence) to 100 (high confidence). Only the burned dates with confidence level higher than 50% were selected for MCD45A1 and ESA FIRE_CCI. All the datasets were re-projected at 30 m resolution in the UTM 22S datum WGS84 projection over the LANDSAT scene 223/066 of the Worldwide Referencing System 2 (WRS2) Path/Row. The description of the burned area time series, their spatial and temporal resolutions and their references are summarized in Table 1 .
All the data statistical analysis, and the raster maps processing for the "flood-fill" algorithm, were developed and performed with R CRAN (Comprehensive R Archive Network) with the "raster" (Geographic Data Analysis and Modeling, [34] ) and "sp" (Classes and Methods for Spatial Data, [35] ) packages.
Fire Patch Identification
The burn date (BD) dataset from MCD45A1 and ESA FIRE_CCI was used to identify individual burned patches (ID), using the spatio-temporal flood fill algorithm [8] . The algorithm reads pixels BD one after the other starting from the top left corner. The first pixel with BD > 0 is assigned with ID = 1. Once a burned pixel is identified (the seed), the algorithm reads the BD values in the 8-pixel neighborhood. The neighboring pixels recorded as burned, and with a BD within a defined time interval (cut-off) with the central pixel, are classified with the same fire ID. The classification process spatially spreads out until no more neighboring burned pixel can be found within cut-off. The BD used for the patch ID classification was then removed from the BD map. The algorithm then restarts from the first pixel next to the previous seed until we reach a new burned pixel identified as ID = 2. The same flood fill process is repeated until all pixels with a BD > 0 have been assigned an individual ID code. In this work, we chose an eight day cut-off. The same algorithm was applied for ESA FIRE_CCI and MCD45A1. For LANDSAT images, ABAMS directly identified burned patches. The analysis was 
Fire Patch Indices and Spatial Features
From the yearly patch ID maps, where each burned pixel is referenced by its patch ID, we calculated individual patch description metrics. For each patch, we calculated its surface area (A, in m 2 ), the length of its perimeter (P, in m) and its core area (CA in m 2 ) corresponding to the surface area of pixels located at a given distance (we chose 500 m corresponding to the coarser pixel resolution of the BA products) inside the external boundary of a patch (buffer zone). Patch shape complexity was evaluated from its fractal dimension (FD) calculated as 2 × ln(P)/ln(A) and its shape index (SI) calculated as P/A 0.5 (Table 2, Figure 2 ). These commonly used patch metrics in landscape ecology were first developed in the Fragstats software [36] and we used the corresponding R cran package "SDMtools" (Species Distribution Modelling Tools, [37] ). 
From the yearly patch ID maps, where each burned pixel is referenced by its patch ID, we calculated individual patch description metrics. For each patch, we calculated its surface area (A, in m 2 ), the length of its perimeter (P, in m) and its core area (CA in m 2 ) corresponding to the surface area of pixels located at a given distance (we chose 500 m corresponding to the coarser pixel resolution of the BA products) inside the external boundary of a patch (buffer zone). Patch shape complexity was evaluated from its fractal dimension (FD) calculated as 2 × ln(P)/ln(A) and its shape index (SI) calculated as P/A 0.5 (Table 2, Figure 2 ). These commonly used patch metrics in landscape ecology were first developed in the Fragstats software [36] and we used the corresponding R cran package "SDMtools" (Species Distribution Modelling Tools, [37] ).
We also computed the ellipse fitting the spatial distribution of burned pixels within a patch to capture the directional azimuthal angle and the elongation of the patch, two key variables describing fire spread processes. In addition, ellipses are the theoretical shapes simulated in DGVMs, and with which they can be benchmarked. Pixels belonging to the same patch ID were converted into points with geographic coordinates corresponding to the center of the pixels. We then used the "aspace" R cran package [38] to fit the ellipse. From this ellipse, we extracted its main features including: i) the projection of the longest axis along X and Y coordinates respectively named x and y, ii) the eccentricity (E) as an index of patch elongation calculated as the square root of 1 minus the ratio of the squared lengths of the shortest and longest axis of the ellipse so that E = 0 corresponds to the most elongated shape, and E = 1 corresponds to a perfect circle, and iii) the theta () azimuthal angle corresponding to the clockwise deviation of the longest axis of the ellipse from the northern direction (Table 2, Figure 2 ). These selected indices give information on the size and complexity of the fire patch, and the features of the fitted ellipse as a proxy of the theoretical fire spread simulated in DGVMs. We also computed the ellipse fitting the spatial distribution of burned pixels within a patch to capture the directional azimuthal angle and the elongation of the patch, two key variables describing fire spread processes. In addition, ellipses are the theoretical shapes simulated in DGVMs, and with which they can be benchmarked. Pixels belonging to the same patch ID were converted into points with geographic coordinates corresponding to the center of the pixels. We then used the "aspace" R cran package [38] to fit the ellipse. From this ellipse, we extracted its main features including: i) the projection of the longest axis along X and Y coordinates respectively named σ x and σ y , ii) the eccentricity (E) as an index of patch elongation calculated as the square root of 1 minus the ratio of the squared lengths of the shortest and longest axis of the ellipse so that E = 0 corresponds to the most elongated shape, and E = 1 corresponds to a perfect circle, and iii) the theta (θ) azimuthal angle corresponding to the clockwise deviation of the longest axis of the ellipse from the northern direction (Table 2, Figure 2 ). These selected indices give information on the size and complexity of the fire patch, and the features of the fitted ellipse as a proxy of the theoretical fire spread simulated in DGVMs.
Data Analysis
We compared the MCD45A1, LANDSAT, and ESA FIRE_CCI BA products to each other using accuracy indices based on their patch feature relationships. Our goal here was to compare how patch morphological features are conserved between different burned area products of different spatial resolutions. However, we considered that LANDSAT burned polygons were the most accurate as they are derived from the fine tuning of a semi-automated algorithm ABAMs with much better spatial resolution than the global products (30 m versus 300-500 m) and which were thoroughly visually validated following the standards to generate a correct reference dataset [32] . We first cross tabulated yearly patch ID maps to identify overlapping patches between two sensors. For each patch ID and a given sensor, we obtained the list of the overlapping patch IDs in each of the other sensors, and the percentage of overlapping surface. When a patch in a given sensor overlapped more than one patch in the other sensor, we selected the largest patch. To test for any potential biased comparisons between patches overlapping only a few pixels, we computed the coefficient of determination R 2 using a general linear model ("glm" package R cran) between overlapping patch surfaces with thresholds of overlap rates (OR%) varying from 10 to 100%. Increasing the OR threshold led to an increasing R 2 of the patch size correlation for all sensor comparisons, from R 2 = 0.5 for OR = 10% to R 2 = 0.95 for OR = 60% and higher. We selected an OR threshold of 30% leading to patch size correlations >0.70 for further analysis ( Figure 3 ).
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We compared the MCD45A1, LANDSAT, and ESA FIRE_CCI BA products to each other using accuracy indices based on their patch feature relationships. Our goal here was to compare how patch morphological features are conserved between different burned area products of different spatial resolutions. However, we considered that LANDSAT burned polygons were the most accurate as they are derived from the fine tuning of a semi-automated algorithm ABAMs with much better spatial resolution than the global products (30 m versus 300-500 m) and which were thoroughly visually validated following the standards to generate a correct reference dataset [32] . We first cross tabulated yearly patch ID maps to identify overlapping patches between two sensors. For each patch ID and a given sensor, we obtained the list of the overlapping patch IDs in each of the other sensors, and the percentage of overlapping surface. When a patch in a given sensor overlapped more than one patch in the other sensor, we selected the largest patch. To test for any potential biased comparisons between patches overlapping only a few pixels, we computed the coefficient of determination R 2 using a general linear model ("glm" package R cran) between overlapping patch surfaces with thresholds of overlap rates (OR%) varying from 10 to 100%. Increasing the OR threshold led to an increasing R 2 of the patch size correlation for all sensor comparisons, from R 2 = 0.5 for OR = 10% to R 2 = 0.95 for OR = 60% and higher. We selected an OR threshold of 30% leading to patch size correlations >0.70 for further analysis (Figure 3) . We then computed linear regressions between overlapping patches with OR > 30% for each patch metric and extracted their coefficients of determination R 2 , p-values and slopes. The normality of the regression residuals was tested with a Shapiro-Wilk test of normality using the "shapiro.test" from the "Stats" R cran package). When p-values of the Shapiro-Wilk test were below 0.01 indicating a significant non-normality, we log-transformed the variables and retested for the normality of the regression residuals. We log-transformed data only for the metrics of Area (A), Core Area (CA), Perimeter (P) and σx, σy in the analysis. We hypothesized that correlations might be dependent on patch size, with boundary uncertainties in global BA products affecting more importantly shape indices of small patches. We then performed regressions with the patch size thresholds >90 ha, >270 ha, >450 ha, >630 ha and >900 ha. All analyses were performed with the general linear model function "glm" in Rcran. All methodological steps are summarized in Figure 4 . Figure 4 . Flowchart of the fire data processing from (i) the raw data on burn date (BD) and Quality Assessment (QA) for the MODIS MCD45A1 and ESA FIRE_CCI pixel level fire products, the LANDSAT images and their processing into fire patches with the ABAMS software [30] as previously performed for this study site [20] , (ii) the flood fill algorithm allowing pixel aggregation into patches identification (ID) according to their burn date, (iii) the crosstabulation of fire patches between fire products, the selection of patches overlapping over more than 30% of their surface, (iv) the calculation of patch morphological metrics and (v) the final correlation analysis using a linear regression.
Results
Patch Overlap between BA Products
The overall accuracy (OA) between the three BA products inter-comparisons was 0.97 (Table 3) When examining the omission and commission errors for each fire size class (Table 4) , we obtained higher errors (>0.9) for the smallest fire size class (<90 ha). For fire patches larger than 450 ha, OE and CE were lower than 0.6 for all comparisons. For fire patch size classes varying between 90 ha and 450 ha, OE and CE varied between 0.7 and 0.9 for the global BA products comparisons with LANDSAT. OE and CE varying between 0.4 and 0.7 for the comparison between ESA FIRE_CCI and MCD45A1. Based on these high OE and CE values obtained for small fires, we selected only burned patches overlapping more than 30% of their surfaces. Figure 5 illustrates the percentage of patches selected after the 30% patch overlap rate (OR) threshold for each cross tabulation LANDSAT × MCD45A1, MCD45A1 × ESA FIRE_CCI and LANDSAT × ESA FIRE_CCI, and for each patch size class. We observe that all patches with a surface area lower than 90 ha were removed. We reached the threshold of 50% of patches actually analyzed in the patch size category, for all comparisons, when patches were larger than 450 ha. Above that threshold, all comparisons covered more than 60% of patches. The highest percentage of overlapping patches was obtained for the MCD45A1 × ESA FIRE_CCI comparison with more than 90% of patches actually analyzed for that 450 ha threshold. ESA FIRE_CCI and MCD45A1 comparisons with LANDSAT performed significantly worse with a percentage of analyzed patches of about 65% for patches smaller than 900 ha, but reaching 80% and 90%, respectively, for patches larger than 900 ha ( Figure 5 ). Therefore, we can conclude that ESA FIRE_CCI and MCD45A1 BA products highly overlap for patches larger than 270 ha, but that small fires (fire patches with a surface area below 270 ha) in one product do not overlap much with the others. When comparing these global BA products with the reference LANDSAT dataset, the patch size threshold is 450 ha. 
Patch Metrics Correlations
We investigated patch to patch correlations for each patch metric ( Figures A1-A3 ) and Figure 6 illustrates, for each cross tabulation and patch size thresholds (Table A1) , the coefficients of determination R 2 indicating the fraction of the variance explained by the best-fitted linear regression, and the slopes indicating the potential bias to the 1:1 line expected if the sensors are fully conservative of the patch metrics. For the patch area, the highest R 2 were obtained for the ESA FIRE_CCI × MCD45A1 (R 2 > 0.8 for all patch sizes) and slopes close to 1, indicating very similar patch sizes between the two global BA products. When comparing global BA products to LANDSAT, R 2 were also high for ESA FIRE_CCI (R 2 > 0.8) and lower for the MCD45A1 product (R 2 varies between 0.4 and 0.8). Slopes of the regression for both global BA products ESA FIRE_CCI and MCD45A1 cross-tabulated with LANDSAT varied between 0.8 for all fire size classes and 0.6 for larger fire sizes, indicating an underestimation of patch areas of similar magnitude for both global BA products. The correlation coefficients for the core area were similar to the total patch area, but with regression slopes reaching (0.6-0.9), indicating a slightly lower error in patch areas when removing the patch boundary buffer zone (500 m), where uncertainty seems to be the highest. Patch perimeters were also well correlated (R 2 varying between 0.4 and 0.85) but with much higher perimeter values for LANDSAT patches performed at 30 m resolution compared to MCD45A1 and ESA FIRE_CCI performed at 500 m and 300 m, so that regression slopes vary between 0.3 and 0.65. Shape index and Fractal dimensions were correlated with R 2 around 0.5 between the two global products ESA FIRE_CCI and MCD45A1 but poorly correlated when compared to LANDSAT with R 2 < 0.3. The largest patches (>900 ha), however, experience better correlations for the fractal dimension (R 2 > 0.4).
When analyzing the comparison of the fitted ellipse features (eccentricity and  azimuthal direction of the longest axis), R 2 were low for all comparisons, but reached values R 2 > 0.3 for patches larger than 630 ha for eccentricity and R 2 > 0.4 for patches larger than 630 ha for . Below this patch size threshold, R 2 was below 0.5. Slopes of the regressions between eccentricities vary between 0.3 and 0.7 for patches larger than 450 ha, lower than the expected 1:1 line, indicating an underestimation of patch elongation and missing pixels at the extremes of patches. Slopes of the 
When analyzing the comparison of the fitted ellipse features (eccentricity and θ azimuthal direction of the longest axis), R 2 were low for all comparisons, but reached values R 2 > 0.3 for patches larger than 630 ha for eccentricity and R 2 > 0.4 for patches larger than 630 ha for θ. Below this patch size threshold, R 2 was below 0.5. Slopes of the regressions between eccentricities vary between 0.3 and 0.7 for patches larger than 450 ha, lower than the expected 1:1 line, indicating an underestimation of patch elongation and missing pixels at the extremes of patches. Slopes of the regressions for θ varied between 0.7 and 1.1 for all product comparisons, close to the expected unbiased 1:1 line.
regressions for varied between 0.7 and 1.1 for all product comparisons, close to the expected unbiased 1:1 line. 
Discussion
The Small Fires Issue in Global BA Products
Our results suggest some discrepancies in global BA products regarding fires smaller than 450 ha when compared to the reference finer resolution LANDSAT dataset. On one hand, the mean annual burned area covered by fire patches smaller than 270 ha represents 13.5 × 10 3 ha for ESA FIRE_CCI, 22.3 × 10 3 ha for MCD45A1 and 26.0 × 10 3 ha for LANDSAT, out of a total burned area of 83.5 × 10 3 ha for LANDSAT. Therefore, it is clear that missing burned area in global remote sensing products comes from small fires (<270 ha). For the study region, it was identified that these areas account for an average 4%-15% of the total burned area, a little lower than the usually assumed 30% of missing burned area due to missing small fires in global BA [7] . Beside this missing burned surface in global remote sensing BA products, our results particularly illustrate the little overlap between small fires (<270 ha) derived from different BA products. Below 270 ha, the percentage of patches overlapping over more than 30% of their surface between both global products ESA FIRE_CCI or MCD45A1, and the reference LANDSAT dataset was less than 40%, respectively leading to commission errors of 0.72-0.97 and omissions errors of 0.77-0.96 for this fire size class. Interestingly, however, the percentage of patches with sizes varying between 270 and 450 ha and overlapping over more than 30% of their surface between ESA FIRE_CCI and MCD45A1 was high, with omission and commission of 0.40 and 0.42 for this fire size class, indicating that both global products tend to detect the same fire patches, considered as committed when compared to 
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Our results suggest some discrepancies in global BA products regarding fires smaller than 450 ha when compared to the reference finer resolution LANDSAT dataset. On one hand, the mean annual burned area covered by fire patches smaller than 270 ha represents 13.5 × 10 3 ha for ESA FIRE_CCI, 22.3 × 10 3 ha for MCD45A1 and 26.0 × 10 3 ha for LANDSAT, out of a total burned area of 83.5 × 10 3 ha for LANDSAT. Therefore, it is clear that missing burned area in global remote sensing products comes from small fires (<270 ha). For the study region, it was identified that these areas account for an average 4%-15% of the total burned area, a little lower than the usually assumed 30% of missing burned area due to missing small fires in global BA [7] . Beside this missing burned surface in global remote sensing BA products, our results particularly illustrate the little overlap between small fires (<270 ha) derived from different BA products. Below 270 ha, the percentage of patches overlapping over more than 30% of their surface between both global products ESA FIRE_CCI or MCD45A1, and the reference LANDSAT dataset was less than 40%, respectively leading to commission errors of 0.72-0.97 and omissions errors of 0.77-0.96 for this fire size class. Interestingly, however, the percentage of patches with sizes varying between 270 and 450 ha and overlapping over more than 30% of their surface between ESA FIRE_CCI and MCD45A1 was high, with omission and commission of 0.40 and 0.42 for this fire size class, indicating that both global products tend to detect the same fire patches, considered as committed when compared to LANDSAT. We might warn, however, of some issues in small fire patch detection even with the LANDSAT sensor for patches lower than 10 ha [39] , so it is difficult to firmly verify the overall accuracy of global BA products on the spatial location of small patches and their extent as commissions might be the result of omitted fires from the LANDSAT analysis. Fire polygons from LANDSAT still remain the most accurate source of reference data in global burned area validation protocols, after visual [20, 32, 33] or field assessment [40] .
The small fire issue in global BA is now well recognized for most ecosystems, as in Europe where only fires above 500 ha have been shown to be accurately captured by global products [41] , with a similar threshold for Mediterranean ecosystems [42] , and for China [43] or American grasslands [44] . For South American savannas, we then confirm the same missing small fires as other ecosystems, as already suggested in local studies in the region [40, [45] [46] [47] and in other tropical savannas [48] . We then warn here of both the omission of small fire patches below 450 ha in global BA products (OE varies between 0.7 and 0.95), and, when detected, a high risk of commission (CE varies between 0.68 and 0.97). The impact on the total burned area was then compensated by omissions and commissions, but high resolution datasets delivered by global products should be used with caution at the local level for these fire types.
Uncertain Boundaries and Patch Size Underestimation
Our second main result is the underestimation of patch size for large fires. Our regressions slopes (on log transformed data) between both global BA products MCD45A1 and ESA FIRE_CCI with LANDSAT vary between 0.6 and 0.8, suggesting an underestimation of 20%-40%. This value is comparative to the results obtained for South American grasslands [49] . For the Cerrado region, a 25% underestimation [50] , and up 50%-60% [40] , can be observed between MCD45A1 and LANDSAT. Better correlations (regression slope = 0.94) were observed for Northern latitudes in Canada, USA for the ESA FIRE_CCI product assessment [22] while the regression slope was around 0.6 for MCD45A1 for the same region [51] . Burned patches from forest services in these latter regions, however, considered the outermost fire perimeter and might overestimate the actual burned area [52] .
When using high resolution remotely sensed fire patches, patch size and patch boundary complexity have been identified as the main explanatory variables for this discrepancy when scaling up from 30 m to 1 km resolution [53, 54] . Unburned patches within a fire polygon are common [17, 55, 56] and can significantly alter the differential reflectance at 1 km resolution so that small unburned patches at 30 m resolution can be also considered as unburned at 1 km resolution. When comparing the most used global BA products, all products have been acknowledged to underestimate burned-area and that an increase in pixel size or burned patch elongation, results in larger estimation errors [48] . This result suggests that correcting the bias on patch sizes obtained from pixel-level global remote sensing according to the slope obtained on test sites across different biomes could be further used for upscaling BA at the 0.5 • final products. For a given grid cell described by its patch size distribution, the corrected total burned area would result from the sum of patch sizes corrected by the transfer function obtained in biome-specific test sites with the LANDSAT comparison, and weighted by their abundance.
Accurate Ellipse Features for Large Fires Only
Fire patch features, including patch complexity but generally patch elongation and direction, have been shown to describe a step further the burning spatial pattern and its underlying processes [57] , which can be locally driven by topography, orientation of watersheds or dominant winds for example [14, 15] . The quality of pixel-level global BA products to be used for characterizing the shape of fire patches and their potential response to environmental variables has rarely been assessed and these analyses have been performed only locally with high resolution fire contours. We estimated the commission and omission errors usually obtained in the quality assessments of global burned area products varied between 0.49 and 0.81 and between 0.64 and 0.74 for all fires, respectively. This result is in accordance with OE and CE observed in the region [40] , and is in the highest range of uncertainty when compared to other biomes [20] . These high omission and commission values are mostly related to the high proportion of fire patches below 100 ha, as it is well known that global products (commonly based on coarse resolution sensors) tend to miss those small fires [4, 7] . These OE and CE respectively decrease to 0.4-0.6 and 0.45-0.68 for fires larger than 270 ha. Ensuring that pixel-level global fire products conserve patch morphological features at 500 m resolution despite these high OE and CE would allow for global scale investigations into local processes affecting fire spread. Only the few studies listed actually compared patch features between global products and local analysis: Patch area and perimeter features for the 2005-2007 period in Greece was compared to the MCD45A1 dataset and the European Forest Fire Information System (EFFIS) [58] , and illustrated how patch complexity could be largely sensor-dependent. Our results also illustrate the high discrepancy between medium resolution products (LANDSAT) and coarse resolution (500 m) global products. Previous assessments of patch metrics' sensitivity to spatial resolution could actually illustrate contrasted responses as systematic bias or unpredictable changes [59] . The shape index and fractal dimension were among these non-consistent metrics, inherent to their resolution, so that the conservation of fire patch complexity across the spatial resolution of the different sensors is not, and will never be, attained. In our results, perimeter, shape index and fractal dimension of fire patches were poorly correlated between LANDSAT and global burned area products. However, MCD45A1 and ESA FIRE_CCI with much closer spatial resolutions were highly correlated, indicating a similar pattern of translation across scales for these two sensors.
Other aspects of patch features, and particularly their fitted ellipse, were better correlated between products. Small fires below 450 ha exhibited poor correlations for all products, actually in accordance with the low correlation of their patch size discussed above. For fires larger than 450 ha, we could, however, conclude with fair agreement on patch azimuthal orientation and patch elongation, both increasingly growing with fire size, suggesting an accurate conservation of patch features in global remote sensing products to be used for model benchmarking, and confirming early results obtained from the ESA FIRE_CCI product for Northern latitudes [22] .
Implications for Pyrogeography and DGVM Benchmarking
We investigated here the ability of global remote sensing products, with their pixel-level information, to provide keystone information on fire regimes, as already initiated with fire size distribution [10, 60] and further used for better fire risk modelling in Amazonia [61] . Patch complexity, elongation and orientation have been chosen as keystone features related to fire spread processes leading to the final fire shape, and the inherent fire intensity. Demonstrating that global burned area products from remote sensing conserve the main features of fire shapes, at least for this study site representative of the fire prone South American savanna, should encourage the further use of the pixel level product to calculate patch shape indices. Defining a fire by its morphological or spreading traits, and a fire regime by its assemblage of fires defined by their traits could make the link with analytical tools of the emerging functional biogeography [62] . The main constraint would be the limit in considering only fires larger than 450 ha, and the sensitivity of fire patch individuation to the cut-off time span used in the flood fill algorithm [63] . Increased resolution in global fire products might, however, strengthen our results for small fires in the near future.
Understanding the spatial and temporal pattern of fire patch features from global remote sensing would finally extend the potential global DGVM benchmarking mostly performed on burned areas [6] . DGVMs were indeed more recently evaluated, also in terms of fire size distribution [11] , and were increasingly oriented to fire shape metrics and fire spread processes [64] . For example, fire intensity can be related to fire patch features as the ratio between core area/area index [65] or fire patch elongation [66] , when coupled with fire line intensity, as a function of fuel biomass and water status, and fire rate of spread. Recently, this fire rate of spread within fire patches has been investigated according to burn dates from pixel products of global BA or hotspots [67] [68] [69] and for which the accuracy in the timing of burn dates has been investigated [70] , and establish here the forthcoming developments in global fire analysis and modeling.
Conclusions
We performed a full intercomparison of two commonly used global burned area products [3] with a local evaluation based on LANDSAT images at fine resolution. To do so, we analyzed the morphological features of fire patches derived from the pixel-level information of 'burn date' delivered by two global burned area products (MCD45A1 and ESA FIRE_CCI), a neglected aspect of these products' quality assessments. Our results confirm earlier findings about the underestimation of burned areas from global remote sensing due to the omission of small fires, but also highlight the potential underestimation of burned areas at the patch level as a consequence of high uncertainty in the patch boundary. However, the patch core area derived from global remote sensing seems conservative as well as the general fire shape, a key finding for further analysis of fire regimes and intrinsic processes, and for better DGVM benchmarking. We suggest here to develop further analysis at the global scale as initiated by [22] and develop statistical frameworks for the comparison of fire patch features. 
